C3 corvette turn signal switch replacement

Anyone have information on how to replace the turn signal lever on a vette with telescopic and
cruise control. Appreciate help any one can give. Just the lever, I've removed the steering wheel
and pulled the switch out of my way. I can;t seem to find the set screw. The broken portion is
still in the fitting. With the cruise of course you'll need to get into the column for the wires first.
I'll check it out. Seems to make sense. I'm wondering if I'll have to drill out the broken piece to
get it out. I've scratched my head so much today, i'm losing my hair. Bair's Corvettes Support
our Vendors! Advertise Here. Click Here to Login Not yet a Member? Click Here to Register for
Free! New Topic. Post Reply. New Poll. Just the lever itself, or the whole turn signal switch? The
lever itself is held to the switch by a Phillips head screw. This is a question for Mr. Mike, are
they just an interference fit, or is there some sort of "catch" on the end of the stalk? There's like
a catch on the end. There is also a groove near the end, too. Probably where it snapped off. That
doesn't leave much to grab hold of. Grip the screw with a vicegrips and pull it out. The catch I
was thinking of is really just a "key" to keep it from turning. It's just a snug fit that keeps it in
place. Interesting you say that! That's what mine was doing before it broke. Not sure if its a
normal thing or not. I've only owned the car about a year and it's be doing it since I bought it.
Mike, Just wanted to say thanks. I drilled out the broken piece Thanks again and have a safe
New Year! Sounds like maybe the "key" on the lever has been digging into the plastic. I'm
wondering if Dwertz's new lever will be tight after replacing it or if the switch will need
replacing, too. Any use of the Corvette name at this site is used only as a point of reference to
their automobiles or automotive products line of the same name. This web site is independently
operated as a free informational service for the benefit of Corvette Owners and other interested
parties. Neither the Chevrolet Motor Division nor any other segment of General Motors or its
affiliates or subsidiaries shall bear any responsibility whatsoever for its content. Cookies are
generally not considered "problematic" or harmful. However, please be advised that "cookies
and IP related information" are being collected, tracked and used while visiting and using our
website. By using and visiting Clearing Web Browser Cookies. We use third-party advertising
companies to serve ads when you visit our website. These companies may use information not
including your name, address, email address, or telephone number about your visits to this and
other websites in order to provide advertisements about goods and services of interest to you.
If you would like more information about this practice and to know your choices about not
having this information used by these companies, click here. Your browser does not support
iframes. Moderators: wnmech, ve77er. Pages: 1. Send Topic Print. Read times. Grand Prairie
Texas. I have pretty much done an overhaul on my steering column which is back together
minus the steering wheel. Since everything else is newly painted it makes my turn signal lever
look not so pretty. How do you remove this lever? If I have to tear things back apart to get it off
it will be fine but if it can be removed with the column together I think I need to address it.
Thanks for the help. Back to top. IP Logged. Rick, the lever pulls directly out straight. Don't be
scared to put a few pull pounds on it as some of them stick in there pretty tight. I went out into
the garage and gave it a good yank and it came right out. I wish the rest of the column was that
easy. Rick I hope your cruise control lever is fine. May be a little late on this, but when removing
the turn signal, you have to be very careful not to bend the leaver where it attaches in the
switch. If you bend it, you have to replace it and sometimes the switch in the column. There is
only one way they will fit. I have accidently bent mine, and even after I bent it back in place, the
leaver didn't activate the switch when I wanted to turn left. So be careful with the removal
process. Quote: Rick I hope your cruise control lever is fine. Hey Rick, is that a tilt tele you
disassembled? How was it? Any photos of the process? I'd like to some day have Sharky's tilt
tele rebuilt to new status. Quote: Hey Rick, is that a tilt tele you disassembled? Sorry to hear
that! Kinda funny though since it wasn't me. I have dreams of getting my rebuilt one day! I'll be
doing my suspension soon so that project will have to wait. Imay be pinging you next year
though! All Rights Reserved. Home Help Search Login Register. Pages: 1 Send Topic Print. Dec
4 th , at pm. Grand Prairie Texas Gender: Posts: Reply 1 - Dec 4 th , at pm. Gender: Posts: Reply
2 - Dec 4 th , at pm. Reply 3 - Dec 4 th , at pm. Reply 4 - Dec 5 th , at am. Reply 5 - Dec 5 th , at
am. What I did to it was repainted it to A semi gloss black. My turn signal lever was beyond
refinishing luckily they are cheap. I am just glad I didnt have to take the whole column apart
again. Reply 6 - Dec 10 th , at pm. Reply 7 - Dec 10 th , at pm. I failed to take pictures. I am so
guilty of not taking pictures of my projects. It is actually pretty easy once you figure things out. I
hate to admit fault but I will self disclose what I did. I got it all back together and went to reinsert
the ignition assembly and it would not lock in so I figured the little tab inside the column might
not be in the run position so I put my needle nose vise grips on the tab and kind of excessively
wiggled it back and forth and I broke the little plastic gear on the opposite side of the column
and I had to tear the whole thing apart and purchase a new gear. Now I consider myself a pretty
knowledgable person on disassembly and reassembly of 77 tilt columns. Reply 8 - Dec 10 th , at

pm. Bair's Corvettes Support our Vendors! Advertise Here. Click Here to Login Not yet a
Member? Click Here to Register for Free! New Topic. Post Reply. New Poll. I will be working on
my friends 77 vette that has no turn signals. That turn signal switch was replaced but still no
flashers. I have power at the fuse block but at the flasher I have none. Looking at the wiring
diagram it should be a straight run from the fuse box to the flasher. This circuit also feeds
power to the back up lights which he also doesnt have. Looking under the dash to trace this
wirng looks to be a nightmare but I am one that doesnt like to just run new wires like a "bubba"
would do. His heater core is leaking so it looks like a good time to take care of that problem
since it looks like much of the under dash area needs to be removed for this repair. Any ideas
where to start and does anyone have a procedure for dash removal that is easy to follow? I
don't know how different the wiring is in a '77 compared to my '78, but the hazard flasher in a '78
is inside the console. The flasher relay on the fuse box should be for turn signals. Bubba strikes
again. The t-sig flasher should be on the pass. You can reach under there and feel it, as it is
mounted in a little "clip" there. The flasher in the fuse-box is for the hazzards. Have you tried
jumpering a hot-wire to the flasher, just to see if the sigs would work? Bruce, you are correct in
your locations, tho, as the 'ups are different. I can tell you my hazard flasher relay is in the
console in my '78 and the turn signal flasher is on the fuse panel. It all looks like factory
installations, not something Bubba did. The owner's manual shows the flasher on the fuse
panel, but doesn't mention the location of the hazard flasher relay other than how to activate the
switch on the steering column. Maybe the reason for a change is in '78 Chevy began installing a
real glove box in the car, making necessary a move for some components like flashers. Yeah, I
agree with the reason for the change. I know a lot of folks have looked for that darned hazzard
flasher, not knowing it was "hidden" there, under the shifter console! If you take the carpeted
side panel off, you can see the flasher in there, though to replace it, it would be easier to remove
the console bezel, which is a bit of a pain, especially if you have an automatic transmission. Not
tough at all, but you just have to make sure you don't screw up the alignment of the shifter gear
indicator If you have small hands instead of big mitts like mine, maybe you can swap out the
flasher relay without taking the top bezel off. All I need is time and money! Getting there! Be
carefull of the flasher you find in the console. Some of them, like mine, are part of the security
system. Its a flasher that controls the horn alarm. Yes, the flasher is located under the dash on
the passenger side, very easy to get to. I have not run a jumper wire to it yet but hope to start
working on it this Wednesday. The wiring diagram also shows the security flasher under the
console on the Not what I am looking for. I hate working on electrical issues but I guess its
something I need to do for this friend. He has very limited mechanical abilty! But a great friend. I
will do a search for the dash removal. The GM manual is not very clear for this. Thanks for all
your help. I will let you know how I make out in the next few weeks. Heater Core Search Listing
Here are three pages on the subject, if it helps. They are an electronic geek parts store that
carries automotive lights. Shipping is reasonable also and because lights do not weight a lot
they mail them first class most of the time. Bair's Corvettes Support our Vendors! Advertise
Here. Click Here to Login Not yet a Member? Click Here to Register for Free! New Topic. Post
Reply. New Poll. Ok, my turn signal indicators on the dash have quit, first the right, then the left.
Signals on all four corners still work. Emergency flashers work on all four corners. Brake, tail
and markers work. All other functions on dash nite lights, high beam, brake work. Replaced all
bulbs about two or three years ago. I guess it's possible that the bulbs in the dash failed one
after the other but would have thought the other dash lights would have failed as well. It is on
the road again. I'm retired but it is now my daily driver. I'm betting it is the lights in the dash on
the turn signals. When you dig out your dash I would replace all of them at the same time as it is
a pain to take it out. Does anyone know if the 80 is the same setup as my 82? The ground from
both bulb is the same so if one stopped working before the other it would not be a ground
problem. I was disappointed in that I could not find any that the price difference would make it
worth while ordering them. Does the 80 have the printed circuit like my 79? I had the same issue
after changing the bulbs and all it was , was a little bit of adjustment on the PC and the prongs
on the bulb socket to make better and strong contacts Could definitely be a bad connection to
the PC tape. Not likely that both bulbs would go out, but possible. Either way, the problem is in
the dash, so The bulbs could also have come loose from the holders enough to cause it. What
kind o vibration ya got? I have replaced the PC tape on the gauge pack but not the dash. Joel is
right! Out she comes. Can I have some, please? If I could get away I'd love to take her up the
east coast highway. If you guys get down here let me know in advance and we'll see if there
isn't some around. Anyone have information on how to replace the turn signal lever on a vette
with telescopic and cruise control. Appreciate help any one can give. Just the lever, I've
removed the steering wheel and pulled the switch out of my way. I can;t seem to find the set
screw. The broken portion is still in the fitting. With the cruise of course you'll need to get into

the column for the wires first. I'll check it out. Seems to make sense. I'm wondering if I'll have to
drill out the broken piece to get it out. I've scratched my head so much today, i'm losing my hair.
Bair's Corvettes Support our Vendors! Advertise Here. Click Here to Login Not yet a Member?
Click Here to Register for Free! New Topic. Post Reply. New Poll. Just the lever itself, or the
whole turn
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signal switch? The lever itself is held to the switch by a Phillips head screw. This is a question
for Mr. Mike, are they just an interference fit, or is there some sort of "catch" on the end of the
stalk? There's like a catch on the end. There is also a groove near the end, too. Probably where
it snapped off. That doesn't leave much to grab hold of. Grip the screw with a vicegrips and pull
it out. The catch I was thinking of is really just a "key" to keep it from turning. It's just a snug fit
that keeps it in place. Interesting you say that! That's what mine was doing before it broke. Not
sure if its a normal thing or not. I've only owned the car about a year and it's be doing it since I
bought it. Mike, Just wanted to say thanks. I drilled out the broken piece Thanks again and have
a safe New Year! Sounds like maybe the "key" on the lever has been digging into the plastic. I'm
wondering if Dwertz's new lever will be tight after replacing it or if the switch will need
replacing, too.

